REDUCE. REUSE. RECYCLE.

RECOVERY
Waste to Energy Pilot Project

The Peace Regional Waste Management Company is
excited to announce a Waste to Energy (W2E) pilot
project that will begin in Fall 2020.
We are evaluating the benefits of adding a microgasification W2E process to our
waste management system. The pilot will be used to ensure that the process works
as expected in the context of our region, and will be expanded to a full facility with
renewable power generation if the pilot is deemed to be successful.

THE PROBLEM
According to Statistics Canada,
residential waste per capita in
Alberta continues to grow in spite
of a significant push to reduce, reuse
and recycle. The question of what
to do with our waste has become a
pressing problem for communities
around the world.

Landfills bury the problem, but they
don’t solve the problem. Each landfill
cell costs approximately $1 million to
build, and as waste decomposes, it
creates methane gas with 25 times the
global warming potential of carbon
dioxide. Landfills are unsustainable,
both environmentally and economically
– we need a better way of dealing with
our waste.

THE SOLUTION
We’ve all heard of the three R’s of
sustainability. But there’s a fourth
R, and it has the potential to be the
biggest: Recovery.

Waste to Energy (W2E) systems recover
the energy locked in the materials we
throw away, converting it into useful
heat and electricity. They also leave
no solid waste to be landfilled at the
end of the process. 92% of the waste
our region produces is suitable for
W2E processing – in contrast to our
existing 30% landfill diversion target,
we anticipate that we could realistically
meet a 95% diversion target and
generate sustainable energy by
making W2E part of our waste
management system.

THE MICROGASIFICATION PROCESS
BENEFITS OF MICROGASIFICATION

There are already 181 W2E systems running
across North America, but until recently, they
required enormous facilities that cost hundreds
of millions of dollars.

•
•
•

This put W2E solutions out of reach for small markets
like ours. The invention of the microgasification
process, which can work on a much smaller scale,
changed that.

•
•

Microgasification works by heating waste material
until it gasifies at temperatures over 2000 degrees
Fahrenheit. The energy from the gas can then be
harnessed to create heat and power, and the initial
waste material is reduced from its starting mass to a
small quantity of ash.

•

STEP 1
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92% of our region’s waste is suitable for
this process
Produces no odour or visible emissions
No solid waste remains once the process
is complete
Greatly reduces need for landfills
Prevents production of methane gas as
waste decomposes
Could create more than enough energy
to heat and power the microgasification
facility it-self and PRWMC’s two existing
buildings, with surplus power to be sold
into the grid

Waste drop off and sorting.
STEP 2
Waste shredding.
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STEP 3
Waste fed into BET 49-S microgasification unit.
STEP 4
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Microgasification unit thermally breaks down the
hydrocarbons in the waste, producing heat and sterile ash.
A.

Gasification process generates extreme heat (thermal

>

energy) which is directed through a boiler system to
supply heat to facilities.
B.
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A portion of the heat is also used to turn a turbine
generator, providing electricity to power the site and
be sold into the grid.

C.

Sterile ash can be sold as biochar that makes
acidic soils more fertile. The carbon in the biochar
is sequestered in the soil when it is used this way,
keeping it out of the atmosphere.
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D.

Any unusable ash – a much smaller volume than the
initial waste input – is sent to the landfill.

FAQS

HOW DO WE KNOW THIS
WILL WORK?

This process is already being used in
many W2E facilities elsewhere. We are
starting with a small pilot project to
make sure it will work as expected in
our environment and identify
any unforeseen issues.

ARE OTHER REGIONS IN
ALBERTA DOING THIS
ALREADY?

There are several W2E systems
operating in Alberta through private
companies, but we are the first
municipality or regional services
body in the province to add a
facility like this to our public waste
management system.

WILL THIS W2E FACILITY
AFFECT AIR QUALITY?

Emissions from existing
microgasification systems have
fallen well within Alberta’s standards
for emissions on a variety of waste
feedstocks. Based on what’s happened
at other facilities there’s no reason to
expect any problems with emissions,
but our pilot project will help us
identify and correct any problems
before we commit to a full system.

DOES THE SYSTEM NEED
OUTSIDE FUEL TO HEAT
THE WASTE?

No. Once it’s running, this system
becomes entirely self-sustaining.

ONCE THE PILOT IS
COMPLETE, WHAT WILL THE
FULL FACILITY LOOK LIKE?

We have not finalized the specifications
for the full system yet because we will
use what we learn during the pilot
to inform what would work best. A
separate development permit and
public consultation process will happen
before we move from the pilot to the
full facility, and we will present detailed
plans as part of that process.

HOW WILL THE COMMUNITY
BE INFORMED ABOUT
DEVELOPMENTS ON
THIS PROJECT?

At minimum, we will share updates
about this project on PRWMC’s website.
If the pilot is successful, we will report
that, and if we encounter problems,
we’ll report those too. We are also
planning to offer tours of the new
facility when it is complete for anyone
who is interested.

CONTACT
If you have questions or would like
more information about this project,
please contact:

Art Sawatzky, General Manager
Peace Regional Waste Management Company
780 624 4182 Office
prwmc.ca/pilot

